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CHAL L ENGE
One of Canada’s largest integrated real estate companies manages a portfolio in excess 
of $8.7 billion in owned or managed properties. With such a large portfolio, a significant 
amount of claims data is generated on an annual basis. This property manager had become 
dissatisfied with the third party administrator (TPA) they had been using, specifically with a 

number of service related issues, and felt it was time to sever the relationship. 

They had an efficient manual process, but wanted to bring this efficiency to the rest of their 
process by connecting with a service provider that could offer state of the claims handling and 

data management. 

In searching for an efficient solution, they were referred to SCM.



SOLUT ION
SCM stepped in to support the claim management process on all of their property. SCM used 
its triage service, available within their Programs division, to assist in dealing with incidents. 
As part of the triage service SCM set up a program manager to ensure an experienced claims 
person was viewing every incident filed. This added experience meant incidents that could 
turn into claims would be flagged immediately and those not requiring attention didn’t eat up 

man hours.

SCM also offered their new client online incident management. They were given access to 
SCM’s Client Access 3 system, which allowed claims to be filed consistently and accurately 
across all properties. With on line, real-time claims report screens and notifications the client 
can now confidently view the data being created at all of their sites. Also, because the software 
is password protected with user created designations they can be certain their information is 

viewed by intended eyes only.
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R E S U L T S
This industry leading property manager now fully utilizes SCM’s Client Access 3 system and 
remains confident all potential claims are captured digitally. Also beneficial, matters that insurers 

need to be notified of are dealt with quickly and efficiently. 

They are able to extract exceptionally detailed information from these claims so they better 
understand the needs of the diverse portfolio of properties they manage. An executive report is 
also prepared to keep all interested parties aware of indemnity and claims payments, as well 

as reserves for each property within each individual’s portfolio.

To date, they have 4200 claims in their system, and tracks roughly 700 new claims per year. 
Their account runs a pending of 250 with a 1:1 closure ratio. The system also tracks roughly 
1400 incidents per year. Their risk manager uses the reports generated from this data to 

accurately budget for their insurance costs and TCOR calculations.




